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Abstract—Application–layer classification is needed in many
monitoring applications. Classification based on machine learning offers an alternative method to methods based on port or
payload based techniques. It is based on statistical features
computed from network flows. Several works investigated the
efficiency of machine learning techniques and found algorithms suitable for network classification. A classifier based
on machine learning is built by learning from a training
data set that consists of data from known application traces.
In this paper, we evaluate the efficiency of application-layer
classification based on C4.5 machine learning algorithm used
for classification network flows from different high speed
networks, such as 100 Mbit, 1 Gbit and 10 Gbit networks. We
find a significant decrease in the classification efficiency when
classifier built for one network is used to classify other network.
We recommend to build classifier from data collected from
all available networks for best results. However, if different
networks are not available, good results can be obtained from
data traces to the commodity Internet.
Keywords-Traffic Classification; Network Flows; Machine
Learning; High speed networks; Passive network monitoring.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Packet classification is needed in many monitoring applications. For example, to reduce or distribute traffic to
multiple processes, or to compute statistics about specific
hosts for traffic accounting. In classification, packets are
marked as belonging to classes, which are then treated
separately, for statistics or performance reasons. Routers
classify packets to determine which class they belong to.
Proper packet classification is the base for traffic shaping
and traffic limiting. These are important for Internet service
providers to fairly distribute the bandwidth among the users.
Port-based and deep-packet-inspection-based classification (a type of classification that is based on protocol knowledge) is still widely used. However, it is less effective or
completely ineffective if tunneling or encryption is in place,
an application uses dynamic port allocation, non-standard
port numbers or anonymisation, or if payload removal is
used. Several applications, particularly P2P applications,
hide the traffic behind the ports of different applications or
use dynamic port allocation to avoid detection, making the
port based classification ineffective [1].
The protocol knowledge is represented by a protocol
decoding automata or payload patterns and signatures, often

hardcoded into the classification library for performance
reasons. Maintaining such a library can be difficult. Adding
a new protocol or changing an existing one requires library
rewriting. Adding a proprietary or unknown protocol also
requires additional work such as protocol reverse engineering. Snort [2] is a popular example of signature based
classification system used for intrusion detection. It uses a
database filled with signatures of known applications.
Classification based on machine learning algorithms offers
an alternative method of application classification [3], [4],
[5], [6]. Instead of using protocol knowledge, it is based on
statistical features such as flow duration, number of packets,
packet length, inter-arrival times, etc. A classifier based on
machine learning is built by learning from a training set
that consists of known application data. The built classifier
(called model) can decide whether the input data belongs to
the same class it learnt or is unknown. Any captured data
can be used as a training set, therefore, it is also possible to
identify a proprietary or unknown protocol.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses
the related work. Section III describes the dataset used
in the classification experiments. Section IV presents the
experimental results. Section V concludes our work and
outlines future work.
II. R ELATED WORK
Several papers have investigated the possibilities of using
machine learning algorithms for application classification.
The efficiency and performance of different machine learning techniques based on flow data are compared in [5],
[3], [4]. The authors of [7], [8] investigate the performance
of machine learning algorithms for classifying encrypted
network traffic. In [9], the authors test the machine learning
algorithms for classifying Skype communication.
The results indicated that C4.5 [10] machine learning
algorithm outperforms others. It is possible to achieve very
good classification accuracy with a detection rate of about
98% and a false positive rate of less than 0.5% even for
encrypted traffic.
Various machine learning algorithms are well tested;
however, we are missing the answer for the question: What

happen, when classifier built for one network is used to classify a different network? This is a real life situation, when a
user uses some classification box ready for classifying one
network and moves the box to the different network.
Machine learning algorithms are sensitive to the quality
of test data used in their learning process; using them in the
different environment may change classification accuracy.
In this paper, we try to answer that question by evaluating
the efficiency of application-layer classification based on
C4.5 machine learning algorithm. We test several classifiers
on five different networks with different speeds.
III. DATA PREPARATION
This section describes the preparation of data used in out
experiments.

•

Collecting tracefiles from a network and classifying
them

Every option has its pros and cons. Quality of publicly available tracefiles cannot be guaranteed. They are
anonymised and without payload disabling any further classification. Creating synthetic tracefiles is possible, however,
it is difficult to properly model the network environment.
Accuracy of a classifier built with this kind of data can be
reduced. Gathering tracefiles from a real network seems to
be the best option, but it is difficult to find useful application
flows in the captured traffic.
We are using tracefiles gathered from a real networks and
we classify application flows based on several well-known
port numbers defined by IANA [16]. Table II shows selected
port numbers and its application flows.

A. Captured Tracefiles
CESNET [11] is a Czech academic network operator
which operates the Czech National Research and Educational Network (NREN) with connections to several international networks. We used data traces collected from four
different networks with different speeds. Three of them were
captured at the border links of the CESNET network. The
fourth is publicly available WITS [12] network tracefile
captured at the border of the University of Waikato network.
Table I summarizes network tracefiles used in this paper.
Network description follows:
• ASM-IX – Amsterdam Internet Exchange [13].
• GEANT2 – European network for research and educational community [14].
• Telia – TeliaSonera, our supplier of commodity Internet
connectivity [15].
• Waikato – University of Waikato network [12].
The ASM-IX, GEANT2 and Telia tracefiles were captured
in February, 2010. Tracefile from Waikato University was
captured in July, 2005.
B. Application classes
The classified application’s tracefiles are used as learning
data for the classification algorithm. Properly classified
tracefiles imply the classification quality (accuracy). Getting
classified tracefiles is not an easy task. Several options exist:
• Using publicly available tracefiles.
• Creating synthetic tracefiles
TABLE I
T RACEFILE CHARACTERISTICS
Tracefile

Network speed

Captured packets

Duration

ASM-IX

1 Gb/s

114,766,862

33 minutes

GEANT2

10 Gb/s

120,000,683

51 minutes

Telia

10 Gb/s

251,624,735

35 minutes

Waikato

100 Mb/s

33,978,089

12 hours

TABLE II
A PPLICATION CLASSES BASED ON WELL - KNOWN PORT NUMBERS
Port number

Application Flow

Description

22

SSH

25

SMTP

The Secure Shell
Simple Mail Transfer

53

DNS

Domain Name Server

80

HTTP

World Wide Web HTTP

123

NTP

Network Time Protocol

We assume that majority of the flows belong to the
expected applications. It can be expected, that some of
the flows are from different applications due to various
reasons (e.g., tunneling). These flows will be misclassified
and reduce classification accuracy; therefore, the results
represent a lower bound. This is the same approach as used
in [5].
C. Learning data
Table III shows the flow distributions of chosen application traces (port numbers) in the tracefiles. Selected flows
cover about 80% for Waikato traces (captured in 2005).
GEANT2 and AMS-IX captured in 2010 cover roughly 40%
and Telia (commodity Internet traffic) account for 25%.
The results suggest significant difference in flow distribution
between the educational networks and commodity Internet
traffic and may also suggest the change of traffic distribution
in the time period from 2005 to 2010.
Because captures tracefiles contain up to several million
flows, we used stratified sampling to sample 4,000 flows
randomly per class and trace. We use 5 application classes
composing 20,000 flows per trace together. However, for
some of the classes, there were fewer available flows in the
tracefile. We also created traffic MIX consisting of all sampled flows from all available traces. Table IV summarizes
the number of flows in the traces.

TABLE III
F LOW DISTRIBUTION PER TRACEFILE

destination IP address and destination port number.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Network trace
SSH

0.02

0.03

0.4

0.5

All machine learning experiments were done by the
WEKA – Data Mining Software in Java, version 3.6.2 [18].

SMTP

0.3

0.7

0.3

2.4

A. Evaluation Method

DNS

33.6

27.8

20.0

46.0

HTTP

6.3

10.6

3.1

20.3

Class

ASM-IX

GEANT2

Telia

Waikato

NTP

1.3

1.1

1.4

11.2

Total

41.5

40.2

25.3

80.5

TABLE IV
S AMPLED FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
Tracefile

Flows

ASM-IX

15,321

GEANT2

13,759

Telia

20,000

Waikato

20,000

MIX

69,080

D. Classification Features Selection
Each training or testing data set consists of packet flows
that are represented by a set of features (flow attributes).
There is a large number of available attributes and their
information value varies. Based on observation made in [5],
[9], [7], [8], we selected the following features to characterize an individual flow and maintain the similar classification
conditions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Protocol
Flow duration
Number of transferred packets
Number of transferred bytes
Packet length distribution
Inter–arrival time distribution

We used Netmate [17] (Network Measurement and Accounting System) tool for packet trace processing and flow
creation. We consider only UDP and TCP flows with at least
one packet transferred and at least one byte of payload.
TCP flows are terminated by TCP connection termination
or by flow timeout. UDP flows are terminated only by
flow timeout. We set flow timeout to 60 seconds for fast
classification response. The use of longer flow timeouts is
possible; however, there is longer classification response
and [5] shown that in most cases the accuracy is unaffected
by using short timeouts (e.g., 60 seconds).
Flows are bidirectional and the first packet seen by the
tool determines the forward direction. The number of transferred packets, bytes and distributions are computed for both
flow directions. Distribution statistic consists of minimum,
mean, maximum and standard deviation statistics. Flows are
determined by the source IP address and source port number,

We use the common n–fold cross validation method [18].
Here, a number of folds n is specified. The dataset is
randomly reordered and then split into n folds of equal size.
In each iteration, one fold is used for testing and the other
n−1 folds are used for training the classifier. The test results
are collected and averaged over all folds. This gives the
cross-validation estimate of the accuracy. We use n = 10.
There are various approaches to determine the performance of classifiers. The most frequently used is counting
the proportion of correctly predicted examples in an unseen dataset. This metric is called accuracy, which is also
1 − ErrorRate. Both terms are used in literature. We use
the following performance metrics:
• Accuracy – the number of correctly classified instances
over the total number of instances.
• Precision – the number of correctly classified instances
of class X over the total number of instances classified
as belonging to class X.
• Recall (true positive rate) – the number of correctly
classified instances of class X over the total number of
instances of class X.
For the overall performance metrics of the classifier,
weighted average of particular performance metrics are used.
B. Measured performance
The overall performance metrics per trace are shown in
Table V. All test data traces have very high accuracies,
precision and recall values in the range from 96.3% to
99.6%. These results are expected and confirm the excellent
performance of C4.5 algorithm found in literature.
Now we use a classifier built for one of networks and test
it with the other networks. We want to test the classifiers
behavior between the particular networks. This is based
on real life situation, when an user uses classifier for
one network and is asked to classify a different network.
Machine learning algorithms are sensitive to the quality of
test data used in their learning process and using them in the
different environment may change classification accuracy.
TABLE V
A CCURACY
MODEL
Performance

ASM-IX

GEANT2

Telia

Waikato

MIX

Accuracy

97.6

99.0

96.3

99.6

97.8

Precision

97.4

99.0

96.3

99.6

97.8

Recall

97.6

99.0

96.3

99.6

97.8

We have five traces (including mixed trace) and we test
a classifier built for one trace (model) with the other traces.
The results are summarized in Table VI.

descriptive feature set and test a wider range of application
classes, particularly applications based on dynamic ports like
peer-to-peer sharing applications and Skype.

TABLE VI
A CCURACIES FOR COMBINED TRACES AND CLASSIFIERS
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MODEL
DATA

ASM-IX

GEANT2

Telia

Waikato

MIX

ASM-IX

x

87.38

87.90

88.18

98.69

GEANT2

94.00

x

92.86

94.36

99.52

Telia

74.04

64.63

x

70.15

98.51

Waikato

75.98

79.23

95.06

x

99.85

MIX

84.12

80.86

94.02

94.02

x

Average

82.04

78.03

92.46

86.68

99.14

The results show drop in accuracy for all models except model built from mixed traces. The accuracy drops
to 84.80% on average with minimum in 64.63% and maximum in 95.06%. The best results are obtained with model
built from mixed data trace. With MIX model we are able
to achieve accuracy of 99.14% in a range from 98.51%
to 99.85%.
Good result is obtained for Telia model. It is a classifier
built from commodity Internet traces. The average accuracy
is 92.46%.
V. C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, we evaluated the efficiency of applicationlayer classification based on C4.5 machine learning algorithm used for classification network flows from five high
speed networks. We used captured tracefiles from 100 Mbit,
1 Gbit and two 10 Gbit networks.
Experimental results confirmed high accuracies
over 96.3% for C4.5 algorithm when used for particular
network data traces.
When classifier built for one network trace is used for
classification of other network, the accuracy drops to 84.80%
on average. Good result is obtained with classifier built for
commodity Internet traffic, with the accuracy of 92.46% on
average.
The best results are obtained with mixed data trace
consisting of the data collected from all tested networks. In
this experiment we are able to achieve classification accuracy
of 99.14% on average.
The results show the classifier sensitivity to the used network. When classifier is used for different network decrease
in the efficiency should be expected. The best way to build
classifier is to combine traces from different networks. When
different networks are not available, good results can be
obtained from traces from commodity Internet traffic.
The next research will involve investigation of similarities
between networks in order to create a robust network classifier. We will also perform feature reduction to find most
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